
IT’S ALL A LIE – Where is the ‘Straight-Sex’ Monkeypox Outbreak?

Description

Why is it that mainly gay men disproportionately appear in the data on 
monkeypox? 

Why is it that scientists fail to query this type of biased data, especially after the last two years 
of blatant lies and untruths from all our governments and in the United Kingdom (UK) the 
National Health Service (NHS) and its UK Health Security Agency (UKHSA)? 

The levels of heterosexual ‘partner change’ and sexual repertoires (including heterosexual anal 
sex) on a nighttime in any major city should easily facilitate a so-called heterosexual 
‘monkeypox epidemic’ if it is correct that the so-called ‘monkeypox virus’: i) exists; ii) transmits 
sexually; and iii) causes disease.
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https://www.lshtm.ac.uk/newsevents/news/2018/changes-young-peoples-sexual-practices-over-last-20-years-revealed
https://www.lshtm.ac.uk/newsevents/news/2018/changes-young-peoples-sexual-practices-over-last-20-years-revealed


By Dr Kevin Corbett

The recent WHO statement by Drs Tedros/Lewis announcing yet another global panic, this time for
‘monkeypox’, was laughably unscientific. It suggested that once covid travel restrictions were lifted, and
greater numbers of people started to move around the world, a ‘monkeypox virus’ transitioned through
‘families’ (apparently without ‘infection’) and made a B line straight for gay men. The fact is that this
fairy story from the WHO is just that.

The UKHSA are ‘case finding’ in a very biased manner amongst a captive market of ‘sexual health’
clinic attenders; many of whom are diagnosed HIV+ and are prescribed toxic antiretroviral drugs
(ARVs). The ARVs are monitored with 6-monthly ‘viral load’ (PCR) tests. Another PCR is now thrown
into the fray for so-called ‘monkeypox’ especially if ‘skin lesions’ / ‘cold symptoms’ exist. ‘Case finding’
means that the UKHSA is biased in the way that it intensively tests different patient populations and
ignores others. For example, it is easy to PCR test HIV patients as they attend clinic regularly and are
used to testing, especially the PCR (viral load) tests. The UKHSA is therefore constructing an epidemic
by biasing their testing towards patient populations that they find easy to access and control, and
within which there exists disproportionate numbers of gay men like those diagnosed HIV+. This
explains the biased demographic and lack of ‘straight-sex’ monkeypox.
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https://twitter.com/i/broadcasts/1nAKEYaOmgnKL
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/ukhsa-latest-findings-into-monkeypox-outbreak


Many scientists seem to take this biased UKHSA data grab at face value because they do not knowthe
literature on how this was similarly falsified previously in the so-called AIDS ‘epidemic’. Forexample,
the way this was deceptively done by the CDC was described in great detail by MichelleCochrane in
her excellent 2003 book ‘When AIDS Began’ (Routledge). Cochrane proved, using harddata and
granular case examples, exactly how the CDC created the false notion of there existing arampant
‘epidemic’ amongst groups of ‘gay men’ by focusing on patients’ sexual orientations to theexclusion of
their other demographic risk characteristics, such as recreational/intravenous drug use,over use of
prescription medications, homelessness, malnutrition etc.

Recently I have been speaking to people who have reportedly been diagnosed with so-called
‘monkeypox’ who I would like to thank for coming forward and talking to me. What is apparent from
these accounts is that there is no uniformity to the reported ‘lesions’, or even their case histories. One
common factor in all of these accounts is the use of sensitive PCRs without any gold standard isolated
or purified virus to validate their diagnostic specificity. The reason for this is that just like ‘HIV’ and
‘SARS-CoV-2’ there is no isolated / purified ‘monkeypox virus’, a fact which the US medical doctor, Dr
Andrew Kaufman, recently demonstrated at length in a detailed video presentation, and again in the
Monkeypox Mania Summit video.

The fact of there being no isolated monkeypox virus (despite WHO claims) was recently echoed by one
UK microbiologist, who told me: “..at least with gonorrhoea we’ve got the real bacteria in purified form 
to validate our PCRs”.The ongoing lack of proof for viral isolation which backfired on the authorities
and confounded the Covid19 data has recently been super charged in a written challenge from a group
of high profile scientists, led by Dr Tom Cowan and including Dr Andrew Kaufman, Drs Sam & Mark
Bailey, Dr Stefano Scoglio, Dr Paul McSheehy, Dr Mike Donio, Professor Tim Noakes and Dr Mike
Yeadon. The scientific challenge to mainstream virology is to unequivocally prove the existence of
viruses per se.

However, just like the flawed PCRs used in the covid-era without any isolated / purified ‘SARS-CoV-2’
and only an in silico modelled gene sequence, those monkeypox PCRs now being used on HIV+
patients taking ARVs will more often than not test positive, because those patients are more likely to
have higher levels of cellular oxidative stress. Another common factor in the accounts that have kindly
been shared with me is that the virologists and genitourinary doctors are only interested in patients’
sexual activity. In so doing they fail to take full histories that pay due regard to all of the other reasons
why people can develop dermatological signs and symptoms e.g. the toxic prescription drugs (like
ARVs), the systemic and local effects of recreational drug use which today employs very powerful and
potentially toxic chemicals like opiates, crystal meth, mephedrone, ketamine, GHB; and other highly
relevant factors etc.

It would therefore appear that the virologists and genitourinary doctors working in these misnamed
‘sexual health clinics’ are sex-obsessed to the exclusion of all other life-style factors. This could have
major potential relevance for their patients’ health and illness, and bias even further the scientific
characteristics that they are supposedly reporting on as medical scientists.

I am reliably informed that the UKHSA are under pressure by the WHO through their bioweapon centre
at Porton Down to create another post-covid epidemic. Thus, despite the claims of Brexit, the UK
health service has lost any remaining shreds of its scientific sovereignty by truly becoming an
infrastructure of contagion-fear, a regional outpost of the WHO, redesigned following covid to funnel
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https://www.taylorfrancis.com/chapters/mono/10.4324/9780203644461-10/sociology-knowledge-hiv-aids-michelle-cochrane
https://unitelive.earth/greenmedinfo/greenmedinfo?_kx=ziiy8ihHueXjD-7B441r8rQwWc5S5rocuSf8Y-C3KOWzLRv0omddW_cs7YSe-7Vw.K2vXAy&recording_id=908&utm_campaign=Daily Newsletter: The Truth About MonkeyPox (TzxwXT)&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Daily Newsletter Sends- Updated
https://unitelive.earth/the-way-forward/the-way-forward/01-jun-16-00-monkeypox-mania?video_id=392
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/monkeypox
https://drsambailey.com/resources/settling-the-virus-debate/
https://cormandrostenreview.com/report/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5900961/pdf/HIV-19-261.pdf


antivirals and quackcines into the UK population. It is very sad that more scientists cannot see this
false epidemic for what it is.

by Kevin Corbett 
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